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A community magazine published
by the Humber Bay Shores
Condominium Association

• In for 4 consecutive Issues LOYALTY DISCOUNT
• Local advertisers select our community BUSINESS FEATURE OPTION
• Both options above include an EDITORIAL COMPONENT

TARGET THIS UNIQUE NICHE UPSCALE AUDIENCE

OUR AUDIENCE
A recent survey conducted by HBSCA found:

Age Bracket
19%
13%
68%

• 19% are working age 25-30
• 68% are working age 31-69
• 13% are over 65

TARGET THIS
UNIQUE NICHE
UPSCALE
AUDIENCE
READERSHIP
Our printed magazine is distributed to the residents of 30 association

Average annual leisure spending ranges between
$35,000-$75,000

member condominiums AND QUICKLY GROWING!

Humber Happenings is owned by the member association; this guarantees excellent readership,
credibility and advertiser awareness.

In addition to our readership of close to 22,500, our publication is deliv-

With average condo prices in the million dollar
range, our readers represent a worthy audience
who enjoy their leisure time with such activities
as going to the theatre, restaurants, and live concerts. They are also interested in renovating/decor
and travel destinations.

ered to our local businesses/venues as well as to our advertisers who receive copies to display and distribute. Our magazine is also available to
view on our website www.hbsca.com, where visitors can browse and click
to any of our client’s websites for more information.

For sales inquiries, please contact Ian Morris, Jim Reekie or
Don Henderson Oﬃce: 416-792-4964, E-mail: HBSCA@rogers.com

ABOUT HBSCA AND
HUMBER HAPPENINGS

WINTER 2018

SPRING 2018

HERE’S TO A

HEALTHY SPRING

The Humber Bay Shores Condominium Association (HBSCA)
initiated Humber Happenings Magazine to support and build a
sense of community among the residents of Humber Bay Shores.
HBSCA is a not-for-proﬁt organization comprised of individuals who
advocate for the community in matters of development, preservation
and beautiﬁcation of the vibrant and valued condominium
community in which we live, work, and play.

HBSCA.CA

HBSCA.CA

VISIT THE HBS ANNUAL FARMERS’ MARKET MAY 26 TO OCTOBER 6

VISIT

HBSCA.CA
TO SEE ALL OF OUR
UPCOMING EVENTS

REVEL

IN WINTER!
IN THIS ISSUE:

• NEW TECH & TRAVEL TRENDS FOR 2018
• COMMUNITY NEWS & UPDATES
• REAL ESTATE TRENDS & INFO

IN THIS ISSUE:

COMMUNITY NEWS & UPDATES • MPP CANDIDATE SURVEY
TRAVEL • NEW TECH • SPRING READS AND MORE!

HBSCA.CA

HBSCA is the leading voice on community issues, news and events
through its publication Humber Happenings Magazine. A publication
which is 20 Years strong, it has developed not only as a source for
important local information but a genuine lifestyle guide for
interesting venues and events both locally and in Toronto.
Humber Happenings Committee
Ian Morris | Don Henderson | Jim Reekie
hbsca@rogers.com • Tel: 416-792-4964

SUMMER 2018

HBSCA.CA

FALL 2018

HUMBER BAY SHORES

WATERFRONT FESTIVAL
VISIT THE HBS ANNUAL WFF AUGUST 11TH, 2018

GREAT VENDORS • MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT • DELICIOUS FOOD

WISHING OUR
HBS COMMUNITY
BEST WISHES FOR THE

HOLIDAY
SEASON!

THANK YOU

IN THIS ISSUE:

COMMUNITY NEWS & UPDATES • TRAVEL TIPS & APPS
SUMMER READS • BATHROOM DESIGN

TO ALL OF OUR
ADVERTISERS,
CONTRIBUTORS &
VOLUNTEERS

PUBLISHING
CALENDAR
2019
ISSUE

EDITORIAL DEADLINE

AD MATERIAL & PAYMENT DEADLINE**

MAGAZINES DELIVERED*

WINTER

January 3

January 16

February 13

SPRING

March 21

April 3

May 1

June 17

July 3

July 31

October 3

October 16

November 13

SUMMER
FALL

* Dates are approximate, may change due to printing/distribution dates.
** Payment is due upon conﬁrmed order. Payment methods accepted: Visa/MasterCard/Interact or Cheque

lifestyle
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The Tiles
Have
Turned
S’LONG, SUBWAY TILE!

TECH
IT OUT:
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN 2018

TOP: Concrete-look tiles by Italy's
ABK Lab create an elegant feel in this
spa-like space. LEFT: Dolce Vita, the
new line from Spain's Vives, showcases
pink's grown-up side. BELLOW:
Popham Design's sassy cement tiles
add a bright burst of colour in this
bathroom by Alberic de Bisschop for
Fleur Delesalle.

BY MARC SALTZMAN
f you thought last year’s tech was cool, in the immortal
words of ’70s rockers Bachman-Turner Overdrive,
“baby, you ain’t seen nuthin’ yet.”
If the recent Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) is any indication, 2018 looks to be a
stellar year for new or improved technologies.
While we might not see domestic robots or
ﬂying cars debut anytime soon, the following
is a look at a few interesting developments on
the horizon.

I

WE’RE GIVING YOU A BREAK
IN THE BATHROOM.
BY IRIS BENAROIA

or a good decade, white subway tile has
been the habitual choice in bathrooms —
as much of a no-brainer as putting
ketchup on fries. Those glossy-as-Chiclets
rectangles oﬀer not only familiarity but also

F

based architect India Mahdavi, who in 2014
turned the dining room in the restaurant
Sketch in London’s Mayfair district into a
daring and stunning explosion of pink and
velvet. (Google it, for full eﬀect.)

ﬁnesse, a classic, crisp look that works in both
traditional and contemporary settings.
But lately we’ve been seeing a move towards
feisty upstarts. Geometric tiles are covering
ﬂoors and walls for an eye-catching look. Overlapping ﬁsh-scale patterns are oﬀering a
dynamic diﬀerence in showers. Porcelain tiles —

“Millennial pink tiles are becoming more
popular and are appearing everywhere from
terrazzo looks, to patchwork, to larger format
[tiles],” says Alena Capra, a designer and an
ambassador to Coverings, North America’s
largest tile and stone show that was held in
Atlanta this year. “However, most homeowners

particularly those that emulate wood, cement or
marble — are gaining ground. Encaustic cement
tiles in beguiling swirls that look lifted right out
of an old European café are having a moment in
the best-designed bathrooms. And colourful tiles
are no longer reserved for the quirky set.
Pink, or millennial pink as the dusty blush-

still lean towards more classic colours like
blues and greys,” she says. “I see millennial
pink making a much bigger impact in fashion
because it tends to have less longevity than
products for the home, but it does also work
nicely as an accent colour.”
Capra’s personal tile picks for bathrooms

beige shade is known, is no longer limited to
little girls. It has become both a sophisticated
and sassy choice in bathrooms and interiors as
a whole. One of the early adopters was Paris-

are perhaps easier to live with than pink.
“Some of my favourite current trends include
bold patchwork ﬂooring, wood porcelain and
gauged porcelain panels that look like marble.”
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These panels are huge, thin slabs that truly trick the eye into
thinking you’re seeing Carrara. Extra bonus: unlike the real stone,
they’re low maintenance.
Capra recommends spending time when choosing tiles. They
should never be an afterthought. “Tile can make any bathroom
amazing!” she adds. “There are so many beautiful options out there
and I love creating new looks for clients. In fact, I have never used

VIRTUAL BLENDS
WITH THE PHYSICAL
As our lives become increasingly digital,
we’re seeing a deeper integration of these
two worlds. Look at your environment
through the camera lens of your smartphone (or windshield or special glasses),
and you’ll see digital information layered
on top of the real world. Called “augmented reality,” the applications are
endless, such as seeing furniture in your
home before you bring it home, or GPS
directions overlaid on the roads in front
of your instead of looking at a teeny
5-inch screen. Another example of this
fusion between online and oﬄine
worlds colliding: artiﬁcial intelligence
(A.I.)-driven “chatbots” simulate human
conversations in a messaging app like
Facebook Messenger and can interface
with you like a real person.

the same tile combination twice because there’s so much to choose
from,” she says. “Sometimes just changing tile patterns can create an
incredible look, like a herringbone ﬂoor.”
But, if you really must stick with subway tile, Capra suggests jazzing up
the staple with a vibrant ﬂoor tile, for instance. It’s a great way to make a
big impact, as the neutral backdrop will allow the ﬂoor to have its moment
in the spotlight. A stippling of black and white penny tiles underfoot is a
seasoned combination that won’t have you in regret mode anytime soon.
And their raised texture means no slips on wet ﬂoors. Whatever you do,
have fun when choosing tiles for your next bathroom project. You’ll be
amazed what’s out there when you stray from subway tile. HH
Iris Benaroia is a design journalist whose writing has appeared in publications across North America, including House & Home, Style at Home,
The Globe and Mail and Toronto Life.

WWW.HBSCA.CA

EVERYTHING BECOMES
VOICE-CONTROLLED
Speaking of A.I., Canada’s hottest tech
products – voice-activated personal assistants in the home, like Google Home and
Amazon Echo – will continue to surge in
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popularity, plus the technology will debut
in many other products, too. If you
haven’t seen these devices, they resemble
small speakers you’d place in, say, a
kitchen. After you say the wake word
(such as “OK Google,” or “Alexa” for
Amazon devices), you can ask a question
or give a command, and you’ll hear a
human-like voice give you an answer.
From booking an Uber or a restaurant
reservation to adjusting your home’s temperature or turning the lights on outside,
these smart home assistants will get
smarter and more aﬀordable in 2018. Other
products will fold in this same technology
too, including smart TVs and thermostats.

BLOCKCHAIN,
CRYPTOCURRENCY BOOM

in which value exchange transactions — a
la Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies — are
sequentially grouped into blocks. As the
name suggests, each block is chained to
the previous block, and distributed
across a network, using a trusted cryptographic mechanism (for a secured
platform). This disruptive technology
may be hyped most by the financial
services industry looking for a more
efficient global digital economy, but
promises to transform many other
industries including commerce (from
supply chain to transactions), digital
entertainment distribution, communications, personal identity verification,
and more.

IOT: A CONNECTED FUTURE

An overused yet often misunderstood term,
blockchain is a type of “distributed ledger,”

WWW.HBSCA.CA

Along with other (and related) buzzwords like “big data” and “M2M”

(machine-to-machine), Internet of
Things (IoT) refers to the fact all our
devices are beginning to talk to one
another. Everything is connected with
sensors on virtually all items and able to
identify themselves to other devices.
Example: Your car rounds the corner to
your home, which prompts your garage
door to open and coﬀee maker to brew a
fresh cup of Joe. After you pour milk into
your coﬀee and place the carton back
into the fridge, the fact that it’s nearly
empty prompts the fridge to add the item
to your shopping list or even add the
item to the online supermarket that will
ship the milk, along with other items,
every Friday morning. While most “tech”
items today involve a computer, phone
or tablet, IoT tells of a world where just
about everything is connected and in
communication.

SMARTER, GREENER CARS
ON THE ROAD
Thanks to relatively inexpensive electric
cars like the Chevrolet Bolt (under $30K
after government incentives) and the
upcoming Tesla Model 3, each with huge
range, electric cars will likely get the push
it needs to become more widely adopted
this year. And these vehicles aren’t just
better on the environment and much
cheaper to run than gas-guzzling cars but
they’re shopping with some serious
smarts too. The Model 3, for example,
includes the sensors, cameras and computing power to essentially let the car
drive itself. Chevrolet’s vehicles are also
packed with many semi-autonomous
driving technologies to help the driver.
After all, about 95 percent of all car accidents are caused by human error, so why
not get a little help from technology? HH
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CONTRACT AND COPY CONDITIONS
1.

The HBSCA, MJ Rochester Publishing Inc. or any member of the production
team is not responsible for any errors, omissions, facts or representation in
editorials or advertisements in this publication.

7.

Contracts in force for six months or more may be upgraded, resulting in a
space credit for the advertiser, not cash rebates. Such credits must be utilized
within 90 days of the expiration of the old contract.

2.

MJ Rochester Publishing Inc. is hired by the HBSCA to produce and publish
Humber Happenings Magazine. MJR Publishing acts on the direction of the
HBSCA and is not responsible for any issues or conﬂicts that involve Humber
Happenings Magazine or the HBSCA.

8.

Advertisers and advertising agencies agree that the Publisher (HBSCA) shall
be under no liability for its failure for any cause to publish any advertisement.

9.

Publisher shall be entitled to payment as herein provided upon booking and
signed agreement of the Ad Order form.

3.

Regarding Ad position, unless otherwise expressly provided in the Insertion
Order, positioning of advertisements is at the sole discretion of the HBSCA.

4.

Publisher is not bound by any conditions, printed or otherwise, or contract or
copy instructions when such conﬂict with policies covered by this rate card.

5.

Advertisers and advertising agencies assume liability for all content (including
text, representation and illustrations) of advertisements printed, and also assume responsibility for any claims or costs arising against the Publisher
(HBSCA).

6.

Cancellations are not accepted on contracts or insertion orders for covers, special positions, special sections, special issues, special editions, copy split runs
and inserts, or for 8 weeks before the Delivery Date.

10. Acceptability of all advertising is at the discretion of the Publisher (HBSCA).
11. Any claim rendered by the advertiser or agency against this magazine, must
be ﬁled with the magazine in writing within 60 days following the expiration
of the contract.
12. Verbal agreements are not recognized by the Publisher (HBSCA).
13. Prices are subject to the addition of 13% Harmonized Sales Tax (HST), where
applicable.
14. Delinquent accounts are subject to 2% per month interest compounded as
per the signed insertion agreement.

AD DIMENSIONS

Acceptable Ad Formats

Magazine Trim Size: 8.125” X 10.875”
Bleeds are 0.125” — please add to double and full page ads to all sides.

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

FULL PAGE

Bleed:
Trim Size:

Bleed:
Trim Size:

16.5" x 11.125"
16.25" x 10.875"

8.375" x 11.125"
8.125" x 10.875"

•

PDF (PDF-X1a compliant)

•

HI-RES TIFF, EPS

•

QuarkXPress 2015*

•

Adobe InDesign CC*

•

Adobe Illustrator CC**

* Please supply fonts and linked images
** All fonts outlined and images embedded

Images

1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL
1/2 PAGE
VERTICAL

7.25” x 4.625”

1/3 PAGE
VERTICAL

•

RESOLUTION: 300 dpi at 100%

•

COLOUR: CMYK

Printing
Web Oﬀset

2.3” x 9.25”

3.5” x 9.25”

Publication
Quarterly

Cancellations
Not accepted 8 weeks before the Delivery Date.
1/4 PAGE

Please see the 2018 Humber Happenings

3.5” x 4.625”

Publishing Calendar for details.

BUSINESS CARD
3.5” x 2”

Transmission
Email ads to markintosh@markintoshdesign.com.
Please contact for FTP information.

RATES & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
AD SIZE

WIDTH

HEIGHT

Full page with bleed

8.375”

11.125”

$1,595

Full page without bleed

7.25”

10”

$1,595

1/2 page horizontal

7.25”

4.625”

$880

1/2 page vertical

3.5”

9.25”

$880

1/3 page vertical

2.3”

9.25”

$660

1/4 page

3.5”

4.625”

$495

Business card

3.5”

2”

$275

Outside Back Cover

8.375”

11.125”

$1,995

Inside Front Cover

8.375”

11.125”

$1,835

Inside Back Cover

8.375”

11.125”

$1,755

Double page spread/Feature section option

16.5”

11.125”

$2,395

LOYALTY DISCOUNT: Book all 4 issues & receive a 10% discount.

NET AD RATES

